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The word innovation is built into this rifle’s very name. By incorporating

state-of-the-art materials and modern design features, Smith &

Wesson has defined the next generation of bolt-action with i-Bolt.

Every new detail, from the muzzle of its Thompson/Center® barrel

to the new technology in its stock, has been developed to deliver

optimal precision. Combined, these features deliver the first bolt-

action rifle with a level of accuracy and performance that lives up

to the Smith & Wesson name.

Introducingthe i-BoltTM from Smith&Wesson

Scope and sling not included.
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Recoil Reduction Chamber
(Patent-Pending)
Fitted for optional 15oz recoil reducer

Uni-Directional Checkering
No-slip handling in any condition

E-Z Turn™ Bolt Release
(Patent-Pending)
Simple extraction  
Easy bolt removal

Tru-Set™ Trigger*
(Patent-Pending)
Smith & Wesson/Timney™ design
3 to 6lbs click adjustable with tool (included)
3 position linear safety

* Trigger pictured in adjustment position with tool attached
Scope not included

1.

2.

3.

4.

One Piece Weaver Scope Mount
Posi-Lug™ recoil lug optic mounting system
Recoil blocking and scope stabilizing

X-Bed™ Stock Design
(Patent-Pending)
Innovative internal structure
Strength and rigidity with less weight

Flush Sling Mounts
(Patent-Pending)
Maintains flat bottom profile
Added stability

Thompson/Center®

Precision Barrel
90° target crowned
Match grade barrel

7.

8.

5.

6.

The heart of the new Smith & Wesson i-Bolt is the bolt-action with Smith & Wesson’s patent-pending E-Z Turn™ Bolt Release.

A breakthrough design, this short, 60-degree action requires no side-buttons or mechanical parts to extract – just a simple

push, turn and release. In tandem with the other advantages of i-Bolt, the overall result is a more reliable rifle with remarkable

out-of-the-box accuracy. And that’s before you customize it with the unique recoil reducer or adjustable trigger system.

This is more than just a superior new rifle packed with innovations – it’s a Smith & Wesson.
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Scope and sling not included.
Monarch is a trademark of Nikon Corp.

Legendary Performance & Pride
With a constant eye towards innovation, Smith & Wesson continues to develop products

that blend the classic tried-and-true with today’s technological advancements in order to

provide enhanced performance. Smith & Wesson welcomes a whole new range of classical

hunters into our fold with the new i-Bolt rifle.
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LOP - Length of Pull DAC - Drop at Comb DAH - Drop at Heel
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2100 Roosevelt Avenue
Springfield, MA 01104

smith-wesson.com
1.800.331.0852
NASDAQ: SWHC
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